
 

Australian Show Rabbit Council Inc. 
 

Championship Registration Form  

 

Name of Rabbit:  

 

Ring Number / Tattoo Number:  

 

Date of Birth:                                                                                       Gender:  

 

Breed:                                                                                                    Colour:  

 

Sire:  

 

Dam:  

 

Breeder:      Stud prefix : 

  

Award being applied for:  

[   ] Champion (12 stars)  

[   ] Grand Champion (24 stars)  

[   ] Supreme Champion (36 stars)  

 

Please attach a copy of all relevant cc’s and diplomas and complete all sections. 

Please send this form to the Secretary: 

Genevieve Hughes  

PO Box 2061  

Elizabeth Park  SA  5113  

 

Requirements: 

Champion - Twelve (12) stars are required to claim a CHAMPION status with the following requisites: 

1. A maximum of three stars to have been won at a young stock show, or under adult age classification. 

2. Stars have been awarded by least three (3) ASRC or ASRC approved judges. 

3. A coloured copy of the original challenge certificates must be forwarded to ASRCI with the application form 

to register the rabbit as champion. 

 

Grand Champion - twenty four (24) stars are required to claim a GRAND CHAMPION status with the following 

requisites: 

1. A maximum of three stars to have been won at a young stock show, or under adult age classification. 

2. Stars have been awarded by least four (4) ASRCI or ASRCI approved judges. 

3. A coloured copy of the original challenge certificates must be forwarded to ASRCI with the application form 

to register the rabbit as grand champion. 

 

Supreme Champion - thirty six (36) stars are required to claim a SUPREME CHAMPION status with the 

following requisites: 

1. A maximum of three stars to have been won at a young stock show, or under adult age classification. 

2. Stars have been awarded by least five (5) ASRCI or ASRCI approved judges. 

3. A coloured copy of the original challenge certificates must be forwarded to ASRCI with the application form 

to register the rabbit as grand champion. 

It should be noted, in addition to a colour line challenge certificate with the show's star grading, Best Fancy, 

Best Lop, Best Fur, Best Rex and Best Exhibit In Show all carry an additional 1 star grading. 

     

 


